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1. Which company is Finch an assistant manager for?

2. Who is left hurt and depressed when told by the rest of the group that always finds away to mess things 
up?

3. What was the reason Finch gave for stealing his boss' motorcycle

4. At the reunion, whose wish in the senior wishlist read HOPES TO KEEP THE PARTY GOING WITH HIS BOYS?

5. Who has sex on the football field with Stifler?

6. Who is John reunited with as Stifler is having sex on the football field?

7. What is the name of the cafe that the friends gather at called?

8. Which two characters apologise to each other for their behaviour when they encounter each other at the 
cafe?

9. Which character plans to stay in town with Heather?

10. Finch plans a trip with Selena to which continent?

11. How often do the group agree to gather to catch up?

12. In a post credit scene which two characters are seen at a movie, with one character performing fellatio on 
the other?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Staples
2. Stifler
3. Not getting the raise he was promised
4. Stifler
5. Finch's mother, Rachel
6. His MILF buddy, Justin

7. Dog Years
8. Jim and Kara
9. Oz
10. Europe
11. Once a year
12. Noah and Jeanine
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1. Which company is Finch an assistant manager for?

2. Who is left hurt and depressed when told by the rest of the group that always finds away to mess things 
up?

3. What was the reason Finch gave for stealing his boss' motorcycle

4. At the reunion, whose wish in the senior wishlist read HOPES TO KEEP THE PARTY GOING WITH HIS BOYS?

5. Who has sex on the football field with Stifler?

6. Who is John reunited with as Stifler is having sex on the football field?

7. What is the name of the cafe that the friends gather at called?

8. Which two characters apologise to each other for their behaviour when they encounter each other at the 
cafe?

9. Which character plans to stay in town with Heather?

10. Finch plans a trip with Selena to which continent?

11. How often do the group agree to gather to catch up?

12. In a post credit scene which two characters are seen at a movie, with one character performing fellatio on 
the other?
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